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The algebra of bounded holomorphic martingales introduced by N. Th. 
Varopoulos (J. Funct. Anal., in press) is studied. Inparticular, it is shown that this 
is a logmodular algebra with a spectrum having no analytic structure. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this article isto study the structure ofthe algebra of 
bounded holomorphic martingales introduced by N. Th. Varopoulos [5]. 
This algebra shares many of the properties of the classical algebra N,(D) of 
bounded analytic functions on the unit disc D and its interest ems largely 
from the possibility of using it to study H,(D). However, it transpires that it 
is an interesting example of an uniform algebra in its own right. Its most 
notable property is that it is a logmodular algebra with a spectrum bearing 
no analytic structure, as is shown in Theorem 3 below. 
In the following section the structure of the spectrum is investigated 
briefly, to show how the probability heory is reflected inthe algebraic 
properties. Section 4 contains the proof that the spectrum has no analytic 
structure. Finally we indicate how the algebra is related to a certain algebra 
of germs of analytic functions. 
For simplicity we shall consider the standard complex Brownian motion 
although the material in all but the last section will generalize to the case of 
several complex variables. Let (z, :t > 0) be the standard complex Brownian 
motion starting at0 on the probability space (a, P). The o-field q is that 
generated by z, for s < t, and ,jr is the o-field generated by them all. 
Consider a process 
F:SZ x [O, aJ)+C; h t> -+ F;(w). 
For any stopping time T we will denote by Ax”T the stopped process 
580/45/l-7 
FT: (0, t) +ftAT(w)(~). 
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The stopping time 
Q(co) = inf(t: 1 zl(w)] > 1) 
at which the Brownian motion quits D will arise frequently. Those processes 
which can be represented as a stochastic integral ofthe form 
F,=F,,+ ‘8Fdz 
I 0 
for some previsible process 8F will be called halomorphic and 8F will be 
called the derioatioe of F. 
For each 1 < p < co the F-measurable random variables which are p- 
power integrable form a Banach space LJX). For each F E LJST), the 
conditional expectations E(F ] YJ form a martingale and we shall choose 
representatives Ft for E(F ] 2J so that 
F.(o): t + F,(w) 
is continuous for each w E 0. Then F is identified with the process 
(w, t) + F,(o). The holomorphic martingales inL,(F) form a subspace 
which we denoted by HP(. (cf. [5]). 
Under pointwise multiplication L&F) is a Banach algebra nd the 
Gelfand transform : 
A : L,(R) --) C(Spec L,(X)) 
is an isometry. Let 1, be the characteristic function of U. Then each 
x E Spec L,(Y) corresponds tothe ultrafilter 
{UE<E I,(x) = l} 
on X modulo the null sets. Conversely, every such ultrafilter is derived from 
a point of the spectrum. Thus we will identify x with the ultrafilter. N. Th. 
Varopoulos remarked in [5] that Ito’s lemma implied that Z-Zo3(ST) is a 
subalgebra ofL,(Y), and indeed a logmodular algebra. 
I am glad to acknowledge my gratitude to N. Th. Varopoulos for 
introducing me to his work on holomorphic martingales and suggesting the 
study of the spectrum of H,(F). 
2. THE SPECTRUM OF H,(F) 
If F, G E H,(F), then Ito’s lemma shows that F. G is holomorphic with 
8(F. G)=F.aG+aF. G. 
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Hence H,(Y) is a subalgebra of L,(Y) for pointwise multiplication (see 
15, Theorem 3.11). In particular, 
for each t E [0, co]. This shows that for any random time R: R -+ [0, a~] the 
map 
is an algebra homomorphism. If x E Spec L,(X) then the composite 
is a character ofH,(X) we will denote by (x, R). We shall be particularly 
concerned with these characters when R is a stopping time, or a fixed time. 
The algebra H,(m was introduced by N. Th. Varopoulos who showed 
that it shares many of the properties ofH,(D). In particular, he proved the 
following analogue of the corona theorem [ 5, Theorem 8.11: 
If (F,, :n = l,..., N) from H,(F) satisfy 
(*I 
almost surely for each t > 0, then there exist G, E H,(Y) with 
CF,,.G,=l. 
Condition (*) is equivalent to
for all x E Spec L,(X), so we see that the characters 
(XT t): H&q --t c, 
F -+ &) 
are dense in Spec Ha(X) for the weak * topology. Thus any character x of 
H,(Y) is the limit of some net (x,, (I t ). We shall show that if we allow the 
t,, to be stopping times T, rather than fixed times then x is the limit of a net 
(x, T,) for one Jrxed x. 
For FE H,(F), the maximal function F* is 
F* : w -+ sup ] F,(cu)l. 
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Fix x E Spec L,(X). Then 
(F - G)*-(x) <F*-(x) - G*-(x) 
SO 
J, = {FE H&F): F*A(x) = 0) 
is a closed ideal of H,(m. If we let A, be the Banach algebra H,(Y)/J, 
and identify its spectrum with a subset of Spec H,(X), then we have the 
following result. 
THEOREM 1. For each x, the algebra A, is an uniform algebra with 
spectrum 
.?Y, = {x E Spec H&ST): Ix(F)1 &F*-(x) for all F E H,(X)}. 
The characters 
{(x, T): T a stopping time} 
are dense in .Sx. 
Every character of H,(F) lies in at least one Z,. 
Proof. It is clear that he norm in A, of an equivalence lass [F] satisfies 
II [Fill = WIIF - Gil, :G E JJ 
> inf(lFXA(x) - G*-(x)1: G E J,) > F*-(x). 
Conversely, ifA > F*-(x), then 
U = {co E l2: F*(o) < A) E x, 
and the stopping time 
T(w) = inf(t: ) F,(o)1 > A) 
is finite on U. Thus G = F - F, has G*-(x) = 0 and 
II F - Gil al = IPTIICC G 1. 
This shows that 
II FIll = F*-(x) 
so 27; is the spectrum of A,. 
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If T is any stopping time (or indeed any random time) then (x, 7’) E C,. 
Suppose that 1 < ]][F]]] = F*-(x). Then, as above, the stopping time 
is finite on
T(w) = inf(t: ] F,(W)] >, A) 
V=(wER:F”(o)>;c)Ex. 
Therefore, [P,(x)\ > I and consequently A, is a uniform algebra. 
To prove that {(x, 7)} is dense in Z3, it is sufftcient to show that whenever 
IF,] E A, satisfy 
c IUx>l b 6> 0 for all T, 
then there xist [G,] E A, with C [F,,] [G,] = 1. To this end, define 
This is a stopping time with 
U={o:S(w)=co}Ex. 
Let H, = F,, E H,(F). Then [F,] = [H,] and 
almost surely for each t > 0. Now the corona theorem for H,(F) implies 
that there xists G, E H,(F) with C F, G, = 1. Consequently, 
c F,I[GnI =c [H,jP,l= 1
as required. 
It remains to show that each K E Spec H&9-) lies in at least one ZX. 
There is a net (x,, t,) converging to x and we may choose x as any limit 
point of the net (x,) in Spec L,(F). Take F E H,(X) and A > F*A(x). 
Then 
u= (0 E a: F”(0) < A} 
is in x and therefore inx, for arbitrarily large u. For such a, 
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SO 
This shows that x E ZX. 1 
In general, a character of H,(s) does not lie in a unique C, ; for 
example, the expectation F + E(F) = F,, lies in every Z,. For a fixed x we 
have considerable freedom in constructing elements [F] of A, since we may 
arrange the behaviour of F for times exceeding T to be largely independent 
of its behaviour for times up until T. As an instance of this one can show 
that any sequence (x, T,) of distinct haracters arising from an increasing 
sequence of stopping times 
is an interpolating sequence for A, and so for H,(Y). 
The characters (x, t) for t a fixed time are not dense in Z,. To see this, let 
Q and Q’ be the tirst exit imes of Brownian motion from D and 20, respec- 
tively. The sets 
(w E 0: ]z,(w)] < f and t < Q(w)} 
for 0 ( t < co form a filter base in Sr modulo the null sets o we can choose 
x to be an ultrafilter containing these. For F = zQ’ E H,(F) we then have 
Iml G d for O<t<co, 
tpdx)l = l’Q’(x)l = 2 
and 
I’Q(x)l = l’ 
So no point (x, t) for 0 Q t < co can lie in the neighbourhood 
{X E Spec H,(j3: IX(F) - fiQ(x)I < f 
of (xv Q>. 
3. ANALYTIC STRUCTURE IN THE SPECTRUM 
In this ection we will show that Spec H,(R) has no analytic structure, 
i.e., itcontains no analytic discs. Stolzenberg [4] first exhibited a uniform 
algebra with this property, although our proof is closer in spirit toB. Cole’s 
example (cf. [6]). Neither of these algebras was logmodular whereas we 
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know that Ha(F) is logmodular. Indeed, every real-valued random variable 
in L&m is of the form log IFJ for some invertible FE H,(.Y). Thus we 
see that even such stringent conditions a logmodularity are insufficient to 
ensure that the spectrum of an algebra has some analytic structure. 
We begin by describing a functional calculus for H,(X). If f is a 
bounded function analytic on the image of I; E H,(X) then we find that 
fo F is also in H,(X) (see [5, Lemma 3.11). Our result extends this to 
germs of analytic functions inplace off. The full strength ofthe theorem is 
not needed for this ection but it will form the basis of the subsequent one. 
THEOREM 2. Let R be a stopping time and FE H,(&). Suppose that 4 
is the germ of an analytic function at F, = E(F) which can be continued 
analytically along almost every path 
F.(w): t --, F,(o) for 0 < t < R(o) 
giving a function ($ . F),(w) with 
Then 4 . F is a holomorphic martingale in H,(+Q. 
Proof. By changing F on a null set we shall ensure that ) extends 
analytically a ong every path F.(o). The derivatives $(n) will also do so, 
giving processes (b (‘) .F. If R’ is a stopping time strictly ess than R 
everywhere, then 4 extends analytically a ong the closed path 
F.(w): t -+ F,(o) for O<t<R’(w). 
If we prove the theorem in this case for FR’ then we can deduce the result in 
general. For we may choose RA /” R and obtain a martingale 
By the martingale convergence theorem, this converges almost everywhere to 
a holomorphic martingale 4 . F. Now I@ . FI < K almost surely so 
4 . FE H,(‘FR) as required. Thus we may assume in our proof the 4 extends 
along 
F.(o): t -+ F;(w) for 0 < t < R(o). 
Let Z be the set of stopping times T< R for which (4 . F)’ is in H,(Y) 
and ($(“) I F)T is previsible for each n E N. Then Z is closed under the 
formation of countable suprema and it contains 0. Thus we can,tind S E C 
which maximizes, say, E(tan-’ S). Then any T E Z must satisfy T < S 
almost surely. To prove the theorem we shall show that S = R. 
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Consider those analytic functions 8: U+ C defined on discs U c C and 
obtained by analytic continuation from 4. By passing to smaller discs we 
may assume that each U has rational centre and radius, while 8 extends to a 
neighborhood f D. The definition of analytic continuation ensures that here 
are only countably many such pairs (r3, U). For each one, let V be the set of 
w for which F,(o) E U and the germ of ( extended along F.(w) to F,(o) 
agrees with 8, i.e. 
V= {w: F,(w) E U & (4(n) + F),(o) = I~(~)(F~(cLI)) for n E N}. 
Since S E Z, we have V E & and each w lies in one of the countably many 
sets V. If P(S < R) > 0 then 
P(S(w) <R(w) and w E v) > 0 
for some V. Now define 
T(w) = inf(t > S(w): F,(w) 6Z U or t = R(w)) if wEV 
= S(w) otherwise. 
This is a stopping time with P(T > S) > 0. Extend 0 to a Cm-function 
8: c -P c. 
Then Ito’s lemma shows that 19 oF is a stochastic integral with 
d(t’oF)=$?Fdr+$-di++‘B . lafl’dt. 
Because LW/L)f and V28 vanish at F,(w) for S(w) <t < T(w), we find that 
(~.F)S-(($.F)T=Bo~-8~FT 
martingale. Consequently, (4. F)= is holomorphic and is a holomorphic 
hence in H&Y). Similarly, 
(q+“) .F)s - (4 ‘“‘.F)‘+F$$,f’ 
so (4 (‘) .F) is previsible. This implies that T E ,?Y which contradicts he 
definition of S. So we must have S = R almost surely. I 
The above theorem, and its proof, may be adapted to the case of 
holomorphic martingales FE H,(Sr,) for p < 00. 
THEOREM 3. The spectrum H,(X) has no analytic structure. 
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Proof. Hoffman [3] showed that the Gleason parts of a logmodular 
algebra, such as H,(X), were either single points or analytic discs. Suppose 
that here were an analytic disc. Then restriction to this disc gives an algebra 
homomorphism 
into the algebra of bounded analytic functions on the disc D. Let 
FE H,(F) and N EN. If E(F) # z0 then there is an analytic branch of 
f: 2 + (z - ZJ’” at E(F). Also F is a time changed Brownian motion, so the 
paths F.(o) almost surely avoid zO. Thus f can be extended analytically 
along the paths (cf, Getoor and Sharpe [2; Theorem 5.6 and Lemma 5.71). 
Theorem 2 now shows that there xists GE H&j3 with GN = F - z,, .1. 
However, there must be some F for which the restriction a(F) is not 
constant. Then we can choose z0 so that a(F) -z. . 1 has a zero in D. Since 
a(F) - z0 = a(G)“, this zero is of order a multiple of N for every natural 
number N. This is impossible unless a(F) is constant which was 
forbidden. fl 
Let Q be the first exit time from a domain D containing 0. Then 
Theorem 2 shows that an algebra embedding is defined by 
M:H,(D)+H,(Y); ++$.zQ. 
This induces a continuous map 
Spec M: Spec H,(F) + Spec H,(D). 
When, for example, D is the disc, then this map is surjective. For if z,, E D 
then we can readily find a stopping time T < Q and a point x E Spec Loo(X) 
with i,(x) = zO. In this case Spec M maps (x, 7) to the evaluation 
homomorphism at zO. Carleson’s corona theorem now shows that the image 
of M is the entire spectrum. A slight modification of this procedure shows 
that each libre of Spec M is uncountable. 
The map M was used by N. Th. Varopoulos [5] to deduce the corona 
theorem for H,(D) from his corresponding theorem for H,(a). He also 
used the linear map 
N: H&9-) -+ H,(D) 
which sends F to the analytic function with boundary values E(F ] jTa). This 
satisfies M oN = I but is not an algebra homomorphism. With the aid of 
Theorem 3 we can see that no algebra homomorphism with this property can 
exist. For if 
L: H,(Y) -+ H,(D) 
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were an algebra homomorphism, then 
Spec L: Spec H,(D) + Spec H,(Y) 
would map the Gleason part D into some Gleason part {x} of H,(X). 
Hence L would be the trivial map 
L:F-+x(F) 1,. 
4. GERMS OF ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS 
The spaces H,(X) of holomorphic martingales are, in many respects, 
similar to the classical Hardy spaces H,(O). However, whereas the 
derivative of any analytic function is analytic, the derivative 8F of a 
holomorphic martingale need not even be a martingale let alone 
holomorphic. Itis therefore ofsome interest that one can construct spaces 
H,(A), intermediate between H,,(O) and H,,(Y), which share the properties 
of H,(X) described in the previous ection but also have all derivatives 
holomorphic. We shall briefly describe such a construction in this ection, 
leaving the details to the interested reader. The construction is in terms of 
germs of analytic functions and displays an interesting link between 
Brownian motion and inner functions. 
Consider the paths 
t + zt(w) for O<tc Q(u) 
of Brownian motion from 0 to the boundary of the disc. We define A to be 
the set of analytic germs ( at 0 which can be continued analytically a ong 
almost every such path giving functions 
t -+ (4 * ZW) with I(4 -z),(o)1 Q K 
for a constant K depending only on /. This is clearly an algebra. Theorem 2 
shows that we can embed it in each of the H,(Y) spaces by 
A --) f&W); 9 + (9 * zQ)* 
Define H,(A) to be the norm closure of A in HP(R) for 1 < p < 00 and the 
weak* closure for p = co. For 4 E A we certainly have 
a(# * ZQ) = fj4’ * ZQ 
a holomorphic martingale, so we see that the derivative aF of each 
FE H,(A) is a holomorphic martingale. Thus the higher derivatives of F are 
defined and are also holomorphic. We shall be particularly concerned with 
H,(A) which is a Banach algebra. 
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(Note that he map 
A -+ &,,V); Q -+ (4 - zQ> 
embeds A as a non-closed uniform algebra on Spec L,(F). The probability 
P induces a representing measure for A on Spec L,(X) and the spaces 
H,(A) are precisely the abstract Hardy spaces for this representing measure. 
See, for example, [1, Chap. VI.) 
So far we have looked at H,,(A) in terms of probability theory but to 
obtain its less immediate properties we need an alternative representation 
theorem for it in terms of analytic functions. To this end we prove the 
following theorem. Let 3’ be the set of inner functions f:D -+ D which 
satisfy the normalization conditions: 
f(O)=0 and f'(O) f 0 
Then each f E 3’ is locally invertible at 0 giving an analytic germ f -’ with 
f-'(O) = 0. The set 3’ is ordered by the relation 
fd if 3gE3 with /= fo g. 
By using the Riemann mapping theorem, as in the proof below, we may 
show that 3 is then a directed set. 
THEOREM 4. The following conditions on an analytic germ 4 at 0 are 
equivalent. 
(a) Q E A, i.e., 4 can be continued analytically along almost every path 
t + z,(w) for 0 < t < Q(W) with 14 . z,(o)1 < K; 
(b) there exists f E 3’ and h E H,(D) with 4 being the germ h 0 f -’ 
at 0 and IlhJj,<K. 
Proof. Suppose that (a) holds. Then we can construct a covering surface 
71: (R, r,J + (D, 0) 
and an analytic map @: R + C such that almost every path t + z~(o) lifts o
a path t -+ Z;(w) in R starting from the base point rO, and having 
0 . z&o) = @(Z;(o)) for 0 < t ( Q(o). We can even choose @ with 
]I @ ]la, < K. Since K is a non-constant analytic map, the universal cover of R 
cannot be C or C U {co}. The Riemann mapping theorem implies that it is 
D so we may find a universal covering map w: (D, 0) --) (R, rO). Now (b) 
followswithf=xoWandh=@oW. 
Conversely, suppose that (b) holds. Consider the bounded holomorphic 
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martingalef . zQ constructed by Theorem 2. It is a time change of some new 
Brownian motion, say w. In particular, 
fiQ@) = wT(0> 
for some stopping time T. The maximum modulus principle shows that 
Ifil( < 1 for 0 < t < Q(w) 
so 
Iws(QJ)l < 1 for 0 <s < T(o). 
Since f is inner, the non-tangential limits off have absolute value 1 almost 
everywhere. Therefore I$rQ(w)l = 1 almost surely. These observations imply 
that 
T(w) = inf(s: 1 w,(o)/ > l), 
so wr, like zQ, is a Brownian motion starting at0 and stopped on leaving D. 
In proving (a) we may therefore place z by w. 
By construction, f-’ extends analytically a ong the path s -+ ws(o) for 
0 < s < T(w) giving the path t -+ z,(w) for 0 < c < Q(o). Since h is analytic 
on D, we deduce that 0 = h o f -’ can be continued along s --) ws(w) for 
O<s< T(o) with I#. ws(w)l G II&? GK* 1 
In view of this theorem we can give a purely analytic definition of A. For 
f E 3 let HJD,) be a copy of H,(D) and define M, to be the map 
For fthe constant function 1, this is simply the map A4 studied in [ 5 1. When 
f ( 7 we define 
where g E 3’ is the function with / = f o g. The spaces H,(D,) with these 
maps form a direct system with the maps M, as the canonical maps into the 
direct limit. Thus the theorem allows us to identify A as the direct limit of 
the spaces H,(D,) which, in this case, is simply the union U M~H,(Df)). 
Similarly, the spaces H,(A) are appropriate completions ofsuch direct limits. 
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When p = co, observe that each Mf is a weak* continuous algebra 
homomorphism. 
We can extend Mf to the map 
This maps onto L,(S@(f)), where Spdf) is the u-field generated bythe single 
random variable f -' - zQ which almost surely takes values on the unit circle 
T. Thus, if .Y is the u-field generated by Y(f) for all f E 3, then H,,(A) is 
a subspace of L,(P). In fact much more is true and L,,(Y) stands in the 
same relation toH,(A) as L,(T) does to H,(D) or L,(F) to H,(X). 
The duals of the mapping Mf: L,(T) -+ L,(q for 1 <p < co are 
continuous linear mappings 
for q with l/p + l/q = 1. Moreover, these map H,(F) into HJD,). The 
composite M, 0 N, is the conditional expectation E(F ] 9(f )) while Nf 0 M, 
is the identity. Now consider the conditional expectation 
Et I Y): q~) + kp?. 
We claim that this maps H,(R) into H,(A). For suppose that FE H&T) 
and G = E(F ] 9). Then G is measurable relative tothe a-field generated by
Y(f,) for some countable sequence f, E 3’. Moreover we can assume that 
f and hence -i"(f,), increase with n. For each n, E(F 1 Y'(f,)) = 
E”iG ] Ydf,)) is in Mfn(Hg(Df )) because Nr, maps H,(Y) into H,(DJ. The 
martingale convergence theogem implies that E(G ] Y(&)) -+ G as n--+co 
(weak* if q = oo). Thus GE H,(A) as claimed. We have now constructed 
linear maps 
and splitting maps 
These enable us to deduce the properties ofH,(A) from those of H,(D) and 
HJST) in a way similar to that of N. Th. Varopoulos in [5]. 
For example, if u is a real-valued random variable in L&Y’), then it 
certainly ies in L2(j3 and so has an unique conjugate function zi E L2(X) 
with u + GE H,(,fl. Now 
u + iE(u” I 9) = E(u + izi 1Y) E Hz(Y) 
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so IE L.*(Y) and the conjugation perator on L&F) restricts to give the 
conjugation perator L,(Y) --) L,(P). If 24 E L ,(.Y) then u + iu’ E H,(A) 
and Theorem 2 shows that F = exp(u + iu) is an invertible element of 
H,(F). Since F is also Y-measurable, it is an invertible e ment of H,(A). 
In particular H,(A) is a logmodular algebra on Spec L,(P). The argument 
of Section 3 also applies to H,(A) showing that its pectrum has no analytic 
structure. 
The maps constructed above are also sufficient to allow one to deduce 
from the corona theorem for H,(X) the corresponding theorem for H,(A), 
in exactly the same way that the classical corona theorem for H,(D) was 
deduced in [5]. 
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